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Mushroom dissection lab answers
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evidence to put individual species into phyto? Find out today. In this lesson, students will use dissecting as a means to study the joint surrender in more detail. Students will perform the first comparative logging using mushrooms that can be purchased at the supermarket. Students will also use the secular microscope to observe the mold of bread and the
cultures of yeast. Finally, students will compare and contrast the life cycle of the four most common phyla to determine what all fungi have in common and what is separate especially.  Throughout this lesson, students practice the thoughts that taxonomy uses to determine evolutionary relationships. That's two out of two days of lessons. The first day can be
found on this link.  Here's an overview of what students will learn today. Give each student a list of the different fungi they talked about yesterday.  Play the Kingdom Fungi video and ask them to hypothesy which fitum each of the fungi in the video would be classified.  (Note: I play the video from 0:20-3:50).    Explain to students that today they will be
secinging several types of fungi in order to improve their taxonomic thoughts.  Give students an overview of what's expected at each of the four stations. For this station the following equipment will be required: sponge joint light microscope forceps dissecting microscope slider lid slider eye slider paper towels dissecting tray scalpel probe Using student
handouts, students should dissect button mushrooms on macroscopic structures.  Students should place their sponge on a secration tray. Students must sketch the specimen in their lab notebooks and mark the fruit body, hyphae, and gills.  Students may want to see the structures of mushrooms under the secular microscope.  Then the pupils should gently
remove the lid of the mushroom from the bonnet.  Use the probe to gently lubric it until it breaks into two or more long pieces.  Students should gently pull the pieces apart until they see thin, hair-like threads (also known as hypha).  Students should look at the stem under the secing microscope and sketch what they see in their lab notebook.  Students should
soften the wall and look at the cap.  With the help of a silp and a scalpel, the students must gently remove the gills. Students should avoid touching the free edge of the gills in order not to sting the basidia and free themselves from conflicts that might be present. Then the students should prepare the gill slider.  Students should take a look at the edge which
the scalpel did not cut at low and high power.  Students should do a sketch of both views.  In each sketch, students must recognize gills, bassides and spores.   When they complete their observation, the students must dump the microscopic slides in the broken bucket of the glasswork.  Students should throw their specimens in a chemical disposal bucket.
  For this station the following equipment will be required: morel compounds light microscope forceps dissecting microscope slider lid eye slider paper towels dissecting tray scalpel probe Using student hand out, students should dissect morel mushrooms, which mention macroscopic structures.  Students should take their morel to the secration tray. Students
should sketch the specimen in their laboratory notebooks and mark the fruit body, hyphae, and asci.  Students may want to see more distant structures under a secular microscope.  Then the students should gently remove the lid of the morela from the wall.  Use the probe to gently lubric it until it breaks into two or more long pieces.  Students should gently
pull the pieces apart until they see thin, hair-like threads (also known as hypha).  Students should look at the stem under the secing microscope and sketch what they see in their lab notebook.  Students should soften the wall and look at the cap.  With the help of a silp and a scalpel, the students must gently remove the asci. Students should avoid touching
the free edge of the asci in order not to sm ]. the building and free up conflicts that might be present. Then students must prepare a slide for a soaked bracket of asci.  Students should look at the edge of the asci, which the scalpel did not cut at low and high power.  Students should do a sketch of both views.  In each sketch, students must recognize asci and
conflict.   When they complete their observation, the students must dump the microscopic slides in the broken bucket of the glasswork.  Students should throw their specimens in a chemical disposal bucket. For this station will require the following equipment: a moldy piece of bread sealed in a ziploc bag (Note: this will be prepared before time.) dissecting a
Microsoft ready slide bread mold compound microscope using a student handout, students must look at the mold of bread, which notes macroscopic structures. Students must sketch the specimen in their laboratory notebooks and mark the fruit body, hifa and spores. Students should look at the mold of bread under a secing microscope and sketch what they
see in their lab notebook.  Students then need to see a ready slide at both low and high power. Students should do a sketch of both views. In each sketch, students must recognize zigote and conflict.   Students should for the next group. Moldbread should be disposed of in a chemical removal bucket at the end of the period.  For this station will require the
following equipment: a petri dish containing a culture of yeast (Note: this will need to be prepared ahead of time.) a secular microscope sliding lid sliding pipette or ocular caper compound microscope using a student handle, students must look at the culture of yeast that notes macroscopic structures. Students must sketch the specimen in their laboratory
notebooks and mark the fruit body, hifa and spores.  Students should look at the entire culture of yeast under a secing microscope and sketching what they see in their lab notebook.  Then the students should make a slide of yeast culture and see the ready slide at both low and high power.  Students should do a sketch of both views.  In each sketch,
students must identify yeast cells that identify a different shape they see.   Students should save culture for the next group.  The slides used must be inad-in-watered glass bucket.  During the period, the culture of yeast can be poured around the sink with a hoof amount of water. Break students into your lab groups and give each student copies of the life
cycles of the four phyla (Ascomycota life cycle,Chytridiomycota life cycle, sponge (Basidiomycota) life cycle, and bread mold life cycle).  Let students list four similarities and the difference between the difference between their lab notebooks.   (Note: these have been provided.  I'm copying four life cycles to a page. My student assistant cut them.  Students
place them in their lab notebook and use them as a reference when they take their notes.) Unite students as a class and ask student volunteers to expand their findings with findings of where in the life cycle fungal cells are haploid and where they are diploid.  Ask students to recognize the fruit body, the hifajo, the stolen and the spores in each life cycle.  
Explain to the students what all fungi have in common.   Homework: Let the students re-hear the video from the beginning of the period.  Using the knowledge they have acquired for the secration, ask the students to put the sponge into special fungi.  Let them give two reasons why they choose a certain phylo.  All responses must be recorded in the lab.        
      I learned a lot about mushrooms before the mushroom logging lab, including how they reproduce, how they generate energy and structure them. The purpose of the laboratory was to confirm what we learned by examining different parts of the sponge. First, we looked at the sponge as a whole with the bare eye and observed and marked the main parts of
the mushroom, including the sting, gills and cap. Then we separated the pillar into small strands called hyphae. Under the microscope Look, it was a blurry, strict structure. Gills are small walls that surround the lower part of the mushrooms that we have secrali. Each gill is besieged by basidia, which holds the spores used for reproduction. We carefully
removed one of the gills and put it under a microscope to see the basil. After diagram of everything we saw, we then answered thirteen questions about mushrooms and fungi. I used my former knowledge, the biology book and the Internet for questions. Through questions, I have learned the pros and cons of reproduction through conflicts as opposed to
seeds. In simple terms, spores produce in much larger numbers, but very little survives where such as the seme generally in much smaller quantities, but do not require perfect conditions for survival. I also learned how mushrooms are just the fruit body of a much larger underground organism. It is made of mycelium and can stretch more than 100 miles
underground. Mushrooms in close proximity are usually all from the same organism. They can be compared with fruit as they contain spores (as opposed to seeds) that are necessary for the reproduction of the organism. The diagrams reinforced my knowledge of the structure of mushrooms, while they learned something about what different parts do.           I
chose this artifact because it taught me a lot about mushrooms, but at the same time I came to conclusions that help me learn better. This lab tested my motor skills because it was very difficult to remove just 1 gill, and I eventually broke and tore a lot of gills before I got one out. I think my answers show that I understand the main concepts. Many of them
explain why certain things happen or are like mushrooms that grow in rings because of the process of ingesting food. The mycelium grows outwards and consumes all the nutrients in the middle, so the mushrooms there cannot be oustered.            One problem that came down to not being able to find the right setting to view the basil under a microscope, but
was solved by using the settings on another microscope. Another problem was finding different facts online on different websites. To solve this, I double-checked with the book and other websites, and used the number or answer that came up the most. I'm not that good at drawing and sketching. If I looked at this part, I'd spend more time sketching. In some
answers, it would also go more in-depth. I think this part reveals how I learn well by finding answers through laboratories/experiments, as well as by research. I had similar labs where I put in less time and it's not that good. It also taught me that in the end it's worth giving more time for better answers. End.
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